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Abstract—Neural architecture search (NAS) finds favorable network topologies for better

task performance. Existing hardware-aware NAS techniques only target to reduce inference

latency on single CPU/GPU systems and the searchedmodel can hardly be parallelized. To

address this issue, we proposeColocNAS, the first synchronization-aware, end-to-endNAS

framework that automates the design of parallelizable neural networks for multidevice

systemswhilemaintaining a high task accuracy. ColocNAS defines a new search spacewith

elaborated connectivity to reduce device communication and synchronization. ColocNAS

consists of three phases: 1) offline latency profiling that constructs a lookup table of

inference latency of various networks for online runtime approximation; 2) differentiable

latency-aware NAS that simultaneouslyminimizes inference latency and task error; and 3)

reinforcement-learning-based device placement fine-tuning to further reduce the latency of

the deployedmodel. Extensive evaluation corroborates ColocNAS’s effectiveness to reduce

inference latencywhile preserving task accuracy.
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& DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS (DNNs) are increas-

ingly adopted in various fields due to their

unprecedented performance. Enormous archi-

tecture-level advancements have been proposed

to improve the performance and efficiency of

DNN execution.1 In the meantime, neural archi-

tecture search (NAS)2,3 enables a new line of

research that aims to design efficient DNN topol-

ogy for target hardware platforms. Existing hard-

ware friendly NAS techniques4–6 target to

identify efficient models on single CPU/GPU sys-

tems by introducing the notion of FLOPs, model

size, or predicted latency into the searching pro-

cess. However, in modern real-time and cloud

computing scenarios, multiple computation

components co-exist and are shared by different

tasks or users.

There are two types of parallelism when exe-

cuting an neural network (NN) on a multiple-

device platform: 1) model parallelism partitions

operations into different parts and assign them

onto different devices; and 2) data parallelism

distributes the inference data onto multiple devi-

ces and duplicate the entire model on each

device. However, data parallelism has several

limitations. 1) Data parallelism can increase the

throughput of the application but not the end-to-

end inference latency, thus it is not suitable for

real-time applications. 2) Data parallelism may

incur severe communication overhead during

the setup stage since the inputs need to be dis-

tributed to each available device. 3) Data paral-

lelism is infeasible when the model size is too

large to fit on a single device with constrained

memory. With the increasing model size of SOTA

NNs, the fact in 3) is becoming more stringent,

especially for edge devices with very limited

memory. In contrast, emerging multidevice com-

puting systems and device-to-device communi-

cation techniques (e.g., 5G communication,

NVLINKs, and PCIe Gen 4) can benefit model par-

allelism. Because our goal is to reduce applica-

tion latency, model-level parallelism is a

promising candidate.

The designed search spaces of conventional

NAS can be classified into two main categories

(see Figure 2). 1) Layer-wised search. Existing

latency-oriented model searching methods4,5

explore model architectures that are analogous

to chain-likewired mobilenetV2 with the building

block shown in Figure 2(a). This topology is hard

to be paralleled across multiple computation

components due to data dependence. 2) Cell-

structure search. Another line of methods2,7 pro-

pose to search a building block, called cell, on

small tasks (e.g., CIFAR-10) and transfer the

searched cell for training on a large task (e.g.,

ImageNet). The model in this space have certain

levels of parallelism due to the concurrent exe-

cution of different blocks inside each cell. How-

ever, the concatenation (concat) operations

between cells prevents further parallelism since

they synchronize the execution and increase

communication overhead. To overcome these

constraints, ColocNAS is motivated to automate

the design of suitable NN architectures for multi-

device platforms to achieve low inference

latency and high task accuracy.

Designing an efficient model to achieve model

parallelism across devices is a nontrivial task. It

is challenging because of the following. C1) The

searched architecture needs to keep a high accu-

racy, while reducing its runtime overhead. C2)

While NNs with more complicated wiring pat-

terns have higher chance for model parallelism,

predicting their execution time is challenging for

latency-aware NAS. C3) The actual latency of a

specific network architecture in a multidevice

Figure 1. (a) ColocNAS design overview and (b) roadmap

between accuracy and latency of NAS methods. DP+NN refers to

device placement (DP) policy and neural network (NN)

architecture for deploying. ColocNAS significantly outperforms

other NAS methods, when running on multiple devices.
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setting depends on the device placement policy,

which is unknown ahead of time.

To tackle these challenges, we propose Coloc-

NAS, a differentiable NAS framework that effec-

tively searches network architectures for the

given hardware environment. ColocNAS resolves

all the aforementioned challenges (C1–C3) using

the following solutions [as shown in Figure 2 (a)].

S1) ColocNAS designs a new search space with

less synchronization and communication over-

head by exploring elaborate connectivity patterns

in the NN. S2) Based on the observation that simi-

lar computation graphs yield closer latency,

ColocNAS leverages offline latency profiling and k-

nearest neighbors (kNN) with graph similarity to

predict latency for searched model in the online

phase. S3) ColocNAS employs uniform workload

distribution as the expert placement policy to

facilitate offline latency profiling and to guide

online latency-aware NAS. This policy leverages

the intrinsic structure features of the DNN in

the new search space. After online NAS, the

placement of the searched model is further fine-

tuned using a reinforcement learning (RL)-based

algorithm to reduce its runtime on the target

platform.

Our framework offers a holistic solution to

designing efficient and accurate NNs on mul-

tidevice systems. Extensive experiments show

that ColocNAS reduces inference latency by a

large margin, while achieving a competitive accu-

racy and latency as shown in Figure 1(b). Our

work sheds light on a new dimension (device-level

parallelism) of hardware-aware NAS algorithms.

ColocNAS DESIGN
ColocNAS uses differentiable neural architec-

ture search by combining two gradient-based

methods4,7 to solve the problem of topology

design. We formulate the neural architecture

search problem as a nonconvex optimization

problem as shown in

min
a2A

min
wa

Lða; waÞ: (1)

A promising architecture yields small latency

and high task accuracy. Here, A is a new search

space proposed in ColocNAS, a 2 A is a set of

continuous variables that specify a possible

architecture, wa is the weight parameter of the

network. L is the loss function that penalizes

both accuracy degradation as well as the

increase of inference latency. The design flow of

ColocNAS is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. ColocNAS Design Flow.

INPUT: Prototyping Hardware Devices ðtÞ; Device
Number ðN tÞ; ArchTable Size (Narch); Cell

Number Nc; Possible Operations (Ops).
OUTPUT: Fine-tuned Device Placement Policy

PRL; ModelMout.

1: Offline Profile:

Mi  Random GenerateðN t; Ops;Nt; NcÞ
Pi  Expert Placement PolicyðMiÞ
Arch Table Hardware ProfileðMi; Pi; tÞ
for i ¼ 1; :::; Narch

2: Online Searching and Training:

March  SearchingðArch Table; Ops;Nt; NcÞ
Mout  Training ModelðMarchÞ

3: RL Fine-Tuning:

PRL  RL FineTuningðMout; tÞ

Figure 2. Example of basic building blocks in three types of search space. (a) Layer-wise searched model.

(b) Cell-based searched model. (c) New search space proposed in ColocNAS. The yellow circle refers to the

concatenation node. bin denotes the nth block in ith cell (i.e., layer).
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Search Space

Previous works search models with layer-

wise or cell-based structures as shown in Figure 2

(a) and (b). The layer-wise structure is suitable

for a single CPU device as the identified model

topology is very regularized and its execution is

fast due to data locality. However, the resulting

chain-like model is not suitable when multiple

devices are available for parallelism, as each

layer can only start execution when the outputs

of all its previous layers are computed. For the

cell structure search space, its evaluation can be

paralleled. Yet, the concatenation at the end of

each cell node works as a synchronization unit

that collects all the results inside the cell blocks

before starting the computation in the next cell.

This synchronization incurs severe communica-

tion overhead (the red arrow in Figure 2) and

hinders computation parallelism. As such, we

proposed a new search space that reduces the

participants of the synchronization unit in order

to minimize the delay of computation as shown

in Figure 2(c). ColocNAS uses the same definition

of search blocks and cells while introducing a

new block connectivity pattern by “duplicating”

the concatenation nodes.

The traditional cell consists of an ordered

sequence of N blocks where each block has two

input edges ði; jÞ as shown in Figure 2(b). An

edge can be selected from two sources. i) previ-

ous blocks in the current cell. ii) The output of

the previous two cells. Each edge is associated

with an operation that is determined after the

search [oði; jÞ] is performed. Assuming the

inputs of the block are x1 and x2, the output of

the block is computed as follows:

bj ¼
X2
i¼1

oði;jÞðxiÞ: (2)

The intermediate results from the N blocks are

concatenated together to form a single cell output

xi. Since we identify that this concatenation node

is the bottleneck for achieving device-level paral-

lelism, the new search space is defined as follows.

Instead of reducing towards a single concate-

nation node in each cell, the blocks of the ith

cell will be evenly connected to C different con-

catenation nodes, resulting in outputs xi ¼ ½xi
1;

xi
2; :::; x

i
c�T . For the nth block in the ith cell, we

define block connectivity parameters bi�1
n as the

probability over each possible connection

between the current block to any concatenation

node in ði� 1Þth layer. It will be used to compute

the weighted sum input xi�1n from previous layer

i� 1 as

xi�1
n ¼ softmaxðbi�1

n Þ � xi�1

¼
XC
c¼1

expðbi�1
n;c ÞPC

c0¼1 expðbi�1
n;c0 Þ

xi�1
c :

(3)

Here, bi�1
n is a vector of size 1-by-C. xi�2

n is com-

puted from bi�2
n using the same method as (3).

Note that ColocNAS explores optimal net-

work architectures by solving the bilevel optimi-

zation problem defined in (1). The optimization

variable a ¼ b; opsf g where b is the block con-

nectivity parameter and the softmax of ops is the

probability vectors over the predefined set of DL

operations for every possible connection (the

candidate operations are the same as given by

Cai et al.5). At the end of the search, we choose

the connectivity of the nth block in ith cell from

the previous two cells as xi�1
c = argmaxcb

i�1
n and

xi�2
c = argmaxcb

i�2
n .

Through comparison experiments, we find

that by using Gumbel softmax4 over bi
c in (3) can

improve both the accuracy and latency of the

searched model compared to the softmax

function.

Given xi�1
n ; xi�2

n as the computed input from

the previous two cells for the ith cell, the output

of the each blocks bni would be the weighted sum

over ops7 during architecture search.

Offline Hardware Bounded Latency Profiling

ColocNAS integrates a latency-aware, gradi-

ent-based NAS for the target devices into the

searching process to make the low latency model

preferable. Recall that the optimization variable

a in our search space is a set of probabilistic vari-

ables, thus the inference latency given a specific

choice of a is also a random variable lat. We use

the expectation value of the latency variable to

assess the quality of the architecture choice a.

However, computing the latency expectation

over a architecture probability ElatðpaÞ on the

given devices is challenging because of the fol-

lowing. 1) Measuring the real latency value of

each architecture during the searching process
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is infeasible due to the prohibitive latency cost.

2) The latency of a complex graph is hard to pre-

dict while considering the delay incurred by data

movement. 3) The latency value of an architec-

ture choice is highly dependent on the placement

policy, which makes it hard to compare the opti-

mal latency values of different network topolo-

gies. To resolve the above problems, the first

stage of ColocNAS is an offline latency profiling

step that measures the inference time of diverse

network architectures on the target devices.

Besides, to disentangle the complexity of

model placement on the given hardware, we use

a predefined expert placement policy for all

searched architectures. In particular, our expert

placement policy uniformly distributes each

concatenation node and the associated opera-

tions onto all existing devices. By doing so, we

reduce the overhead of synchronization and the

cross-device communication compared to the

traditional cell-based search space as shown in

Figure 2(c).

It is also intractable to profile the latency val-

ues of all the architectures in the entire search

space (� 1020 models). Leveraging the observa-

tion that similar NNs yield closer runtime

latency, we propose a method to approximate

the latency of a complicate wired NN using kNN.

We randomly generate architectures and profile

their latency values on the target hardware using

expert placement policy to obtain a lookup table

ArchTable. The distance between two NNs can

be measured by using graph edit distance8. To

approximate the latency expectation over an

architecture parameter, we first convert a into

the corresponding probability variable pa which

includes the following two parts:

pops ¼ SoftmaxðopsÞ (4)

pb ¼ GumbelSoftmaxðbÞ: (5)

Given a specific choice of the probability

parameter pa ¼ fpb; popsg, we sample N neural

network architectures arch1; arch2; :::; archN . The

expectation value of the latency variable is then

approximated as

ElatðpaÞ � 1

N

XN
n¼1

kNNðarchn;ArchTableÞ (6)

where the kNNðcotÞ function returns the average

latency of the top-k closest architecture laten-

cies for input archn.

Online Latency-Aware Architecture Searching

ColocNAS aims to find a network architecture

with low latency and high task accuracy. As

such, we define the loss function of ColocNAS’s

online searching phase as follows:

Lða; waÞ ¼ CEða; waÞ þ �1Llat (7)

Llat ¼ expð�jjpa � bpajj2Þ � ElatðpaÞ: (8)

Here, CEða; waÞ is the cross-entropy loss given

the architecture parameter a and the weights

wa. �1 is the scaling factor within the range [0,1]

that controls the tradeoff between accuracy and

latency. ElatðpaÞ is the expected latency of the

specific architecture parameter obtained from

(6). For the latency term, we add a regularization

term expð�jjpa � bpajj2Þ where bpa ¼ 1
N

PN
n¼1 archn

to make the latency term differentiable to the

architecture parameters a. If the sample mean

value of the architecture probability bpa is far

from the true one pa, the corresponding latency

term will be weighted less. Note that after the

model is searched, we train the model from

scratch to obtain the final accuracy.

RL-Based Device Placement Fine Tuning

Once the model is searched and trained, the

model can be directly deployed on to the target

hardware systems using the expert placement

policy that uniformly distributes the workload

to each available device. However, this heuristic-

based device placement policy may not be opti-

mal considering the heterogeneous property of

the underlying computing platforms. To further

optimize the latency of the searched architec-

ture G, the last step of the ColocNAS leverages

policy gradient for device placement on the

given hardware. We apply the RL-based method

proposed by Mirhoseini et al.9 where the policy

network is an attentional autoencoder that

takes the NN graph as input. Each input in the

encoding sequence is the concatenated embed-

ding of operation type, connectivity and output

shape of each block in the graph. The decoder

sequentially generates the placement policy P .

Machine Learning for Systems
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The goal is to learn the policy pðP jG; uÞ to mini-

mize the objective JðuÞ ¼ EP�pðP jG;uÞ½RðP ÞjG�.
Here, RðP Þ is the expectation of the reward

(execution time).

The policy gradients are computed via the

REINFORCE equation10 as follows:

ruJðuÞ ¼ EP�pðP jG;uÞ½RðP Þ � rulogpðP jG; uÞ�: (9)

By sampling K placements following the

placement policy probability P � pð�jG; uÞ, the

expectation of reward RðP Þ can be estimated

and the policy gradient is computed as

ruJðuÞ � 1

K

XK
i¼1
ðRðPiÞ �BÞ � rulogpðP jG; uÞ: (10)

Here, B is the mean value of the rewards com-

puted from the K sampled placements. Coloc-

NAS leverages the intrinsic structure of the

architecture in the new search space and per-

forms device placement only for blocks and con-

catenation nodes [see Figure 2 (c)]. As a result,

the training of the policy network pðP jG; uÞ con-
verges much faster compared to the original one

by Mirhoseini et al.9

EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we demonstrate ColocNAS’s

effectiveness of model-level parallelism and

accurate classification performance on CIFAR-10

and ImageNet tasks compared to the state-of-

the-art NAS methods.

Experimental Setup

We run ColocNAS on different device config-

urations and evaluate the searched architec-

tures in terms of its test accuracy and inference

latency.

Searching phase setup. ColocNAS searches two

types of cells, namely, a normal cell and a reduction

cell. We put the reduction cell at 1=3 and 2=3 loca-

tion of the neural architectures. After each reduc-

tion cell, we double the number of output

channels in the network. The operations searched

in the reduction cell has stride¼ 2.

The model that uses on the searching phase

has eight cells. Larger networks can be built by

stacking multiple normal cells in between the

reduction cells. We alternatively update the two

variables (a and wa) to solve the bilevel optimiza-

tion problem in (1). In particular, we use second-

order approximations to update the architecture

parameter a. All possible operations in the

search space and relevant searching details are

the same as DARTS.7

Hardware platforms and corresponding search

space. To prove the generality of ColocNAS on

different platforms, we test our method on two

types GPUs and six different device configura-

tions. 1) 2/3/4 Tesla K80 GPUs with Gen3 PCIe

device connection. 2) 2/3/4 Tesla V100 GPUs

with NVlink connections. The device placement

algorithm and latency profiling for cell structure

are implemented in Tensorflow v1.14. For each

device setting, we set the number of concatena-

tion nodes to be the same as the number of devi-

ces to facilitate the expert placement policy.

Since the device configuration determines the

search space as shown in Figure 2, we name the

search space with 2/3/4 GPUs as ColocNAS-SP-2/

ColocNAS-SP-3/ColocNAS-SP-4. We denote the

searched architectures as ColocNAS-b4c2/Coloc-

NAS-b6c3/ColocNAS-b4c4 which have 4/6/4 num-

ber of blocks and 2/3/4 concatenation nodes in

each cell for hardware settings with 2/3/4 GPUs,

respectively.

Latency Prediction Results

Recall that ColocNAS applies the kNN

method to estimate end-to-end latency. We sam-

ple 10 000 architectures that are mapped using

the expert placement policy to available GPUs

on both CIFAR-10 (32�32�3) and ImageNet

(224�224�3) datasets. We set the total number

of cells to be 14 and 20 for ImageNet and CIFAR-

10, respectively. For CIFAR-10 and ImageNet for

evaluation, we added one/two initial stem cells

to downscale the raw images, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the effectiveness of our kNN-

based latency predictor. The latency is profiled in

search space ColocNAS-SP-4 with ImageNet input

(batch size is 32) on 4 Tesla K80 GPUs. We use 5%

of the profiled data for testing. The profiling takes

2.5 days on 8 GPUs. The RMSE error is 0.22 ms on

the test data, which is adequate for the latency

prediction of complicated graphs. Note that this

offline profiling is a one-time profiling process,

that can be used to search different NN architec-

tures when tuning the �1 parameters in (7).
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Results of Latency-Aware NAS
Cifar-10 Benchmark After the architecture is

searched, we train the weight parameters of the

resulting network for 1500 epochs using a batch

size of 96 and Adam optimizer. As shown in

Table 1, ColocNAS maintains a competitive test

error rate (2.36% on average) in different hard-

ware settings. In the meantime, ColocNAS

reduces the inference latency by a large margin

(1.24�/1.34�/1.50� faster on 2/3/4 Tesla K80

GPUs compared to DARTS 2-GPU) on multiple-

devices thanks to the parallelizable search space

and differentiable latency guidance. ColocNAS

uses a search space with elaborated connectiv-

ity and an online kNN-based latency lookup, thus

the search cost is higher than DARTS (see

Table 1). Empirical results show that ColocNAS

is still among the fastest NAS techniques due to

our gradient-based method and CIFAR-10 proxy.

ImageNet Results Using the normal and

reduction cell found by the latency-aware

searching step, we stack 14 cells to build an NN

for ImageNet evaluation. The network is trained

for 360 epochs with power cosine learning rate

and SGD optimizer with nesterov-momentum.

The comparison results are shown in Table 2.

Compared to the state-of-the-art NAS methods,

our model shows a competitive error rate on the

test dataset (25.47% on average). Furthermore,

our model outperforms all other state-of-the-art

Figure 3. Effectiveness of kNN-based end-to-end

latency predictor on the ImageNet data with 4 Tesla

K80GPUs.We determineK ¼ 5 using cross-

validation, which yields RMSE 0.22ms on the test set.

Table 1. Performance comparison between ColocNAS and the state-of-the-art NAS methods classification. The test error and

inference latency on CIFAR-10 benchmarks are shown here. For cell-based method, the latency is tested by reconstructing the

model using open-source code from DARTS. 7 “-” indicates the model for CIFAR-10 is not publicly available. We use a batch size of

32 for all latency evaluation. The latency of ColocNAS is tested on 2/3/4 Tesla K80 GPUs after RL fine-tuning and “DARTS 2-GPU”

are tested on 2 GPUs using RL placement. Other baselines are tested on a single Tesla K80 GPU.

Model
Search

Space

Search

Method

Search Cost (GPU

hours)

#

Params

Test Error

(%)

Latency (per

image)

Normalized

Reduction (%)

DenseNet-

BC
- manual - 25.6M 3.46 14.8 ms 0.0

NAONet cell gradient 4.8K 10.6M 3.18 8.4 ms -43.2

PNAS cell SMBO 6K 3.2M 3.41 3.14 ms -78.8

Amoeba-

A 11 cell evolution 76K 3.2M 3.12 3.10 ms -79.1

Amoeba-

B 11 cell evolution 76K 2.8M 2.55 3.04 ms -79.4

DARTS

(2nd) 7 cell gradient 24 3.2M 2.76 3.12 ms -78.9

NASNet-A 2 cell RL 48K 3.3M 2.65 3.24 ms -78.1

DARTS 2-

gpu 7 cell gradient 24 3.2M 2.76 3.01 ms -79.7

ColocNAS-

b4c2

new

space
gradient 41 3.4M 2.31 2.43 ms -83.6

ColocNAS-

b6c3

new

space
gradient 49 3.5M 2.35 2.24 ms -84.9

ColocNAS-

b4c4

new

space
gradient 51 3.4M 2.42 2.01 ms -86.4
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NAS methods in terms of the inference latency

when deploying in a multiple-device hardware

environment. With 2/3/4 GPU settings, Coloc-

NAS achieves 1.57�/1.77�/1.91� execution

speedup compared to the ProxylessNAS-mobile

on Tesla K80. For Tesla V100 GPUs, ColocNAS

yields a similar speedup compared to DARTS

and ProxylessNAS. Applying the RL placement,

we directly tested models searched for Tesla

K80 onto the new hardware systems and the

latency per image for ColocNAS-b4c2/b6c3/b4c4

are 0.66/0.61/0.54 ms on 2/3/4 Tesla V100 GPUs,

which are 1.12�/1.21�/1.35� faster than DARTS

(0.74 ms) and 1.28�/1.39�/1.57� faster than

ProxylessNAS-mobile (0.85 ms). This corrobo-

rates that ColocNAS preserves a high task accu-

racy while reducing the latency overhead. We

also notice that if without the guidance of the

hardware-bounded latency estimation [�1 ¼ 0 in

(7)], the latency incurred by ColocNAS will

increase by +0.23 ms (ColocNAS-b4c4) on Tesla

K80 GPUs. Based on our observation, the

latency regularization term encourages compu-

tation-efficient operations on the timing critical

paths in the model. In addition, it explicitly

helps to reduce the number of connectivity

across blocks compared to model searching

without latency guidance.

Table 2. Transferability classification error on ImageNet benchmarks. For NAS in layer-wise search space, the latency is tested by

using open-source evaluation code from the papers. “-” indicates the number is not shown in the original paper or the model is not

publicly available. The latency results in the table are tested on Tesla K80 GPUs. The RL setting for the baseline is evaluated on 2-

GPU. With more GPUs, the baseline would yield same latency as the models can hardly be parallelized across devices.

Model
Search

space

Search

method

Search cost

(GPU hours)

#

Params

#

FLOPs

Test accuracy

(Top-1%)

Latency

(-RL/+RL)

Normalized

reduction (%)

MobileNetV2 - - - 3.4M 300M 72.0
3.51/3.51

ms
0.0

ShuffleNetV2

(1.5)
- - - 3.5M 299M 72.6

3.32/3.32

ms
-5.4

Amoeba-A 11 Cell Evolution 756K 5.1M 555M 74.5
3.13/ 3.02

ms
-14.0

NASNet-A 2 Cell RL 48K 5.3M 564M 74.0
3.22/ 3.10

ms
-11.7

DARTS (2nd) 7 Cell Gradient 24 4.9M 595M 73.1
3.09/2.98

ms
-15.1

MnasNet-65 6 Layer

wise
RL 91K 3.6M 270M 73.0 - -

MnasNet 6 Layer

wise
RL 91K 4.2M 317M 74.0 - -

FBNet-A 4 Layer

wise
Gradient 216 4.3M 249M 73.0

2.93/2.93

ms
-16.5

FBNet-B 4 Layer

wise
Gradient 216 4.5M 295M 74.1

3.41/3.41

ms
- 2.8

ProxylessNAS-

mobile 5

Layer

wise
Gradient 200 6.9M - 74.6

3.95/3.95

ms
+12.5

ProxylessNAS-

GPU 5

Layer

wise
Gradient 200 7.1M - 75.1

2.80/2.80

ms
-20.2

ColocNAS-

b4c2

New

space
Gradient 41 4.7M 546M 74.9

2.67/2.51

ms
-28.5

ColocNAS-

b6c3

New

space
Gradient 49 4.8M 572M 74.6

2.41/2.23

ms
-36.5

ColocNAS-

b4c4

New

space
Gradient 51 4.8M 566M 74.1

2.18/2.07

ms
-41.0
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Performance Discussion One can observe

the trade-off between accuracy and latency

from Table 1 and 2. ColocNAS aims to achieve

hardware-aware NAS for fast model inference by

reducing the communication overhead between

multiple computing platforms. However, the

reduction in communication would incur

accuracy degrada-

tion since the inf-

ormation exchange

between sub-graphs

for each device is

reduced.

Tables 1 and 2

show that the

latency improve-

ment of ColocNAS

is sublinear with

the number of computing devices. This is caused

by the nonnegligible communication overhead

between devices and system control overhead.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose ColocNAS, an end-

to-end, differentiable neural architecture search-

ing framework that is aware of the hardware-

bounded latency. ColocNAS introduces an inno-

vative parallelizable search space that redu-

ces synchronization/device communication for

model parallelism. For the first time, ColocNAS is

able to maximize device utilization of multiple

computing platforms by decoupling the task of

hardware-aware NAS into three steps: offline

hardware latency profiling, online latency-aware

searching, and RL-based device placement fine-

tuning. As a result, ColocNAS automates the

design of neural architectures that achieve high

task accuracy and low runtime latency for a given

hardware setting. We perform extensive experi-

ments and corroborate that ColocNAS reduces

the inference latency by a large margin in a

multidevice environment while maintaining a

competitive task accuracy compared to the

state-of-the-art hardware-aware NASmethods.
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